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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

 On the basis of the theoretical frameworks discussed in Sections 2 and 3, this 

section will present our data analysis of the numeral classifier system in Taiwan 

Mandarin. Three aspects will be discussed. First, the grammatical foundations of the 

distinction between classifiers and measure words will be shown to form a 

theory-based analysis of Mandarin classifiers. Second, the hierarchy of competing 

classifiers of one noun will be examined and the status of the special classifier 個 ge 

will also be examined. A comparison of classifiers from Taiwan Mandarin and Peking 

Mandarin will also be made from the hierarchy to show the differences between them. 

Third, the N-frame of Taiwan Mandarin classifiers will be investigated to provide a 

generalized model for classifier languages. 

 

4.1 Grammatical Foundations to Distinguish Cs from Ms  

 Research concerning Mandarin classifiers puts a high premium on the issue of 

whether there is a distinction between classifiers and measure words. As we 
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mentioned in Section 2, many disputes have arisen due to the fact that little 

information has been provided as to the basis of the various theoretical frameworks. 

Our separation between Cs and Ms lies at two levels: the semantic level and the 

syntactic level. 

4.1.1 The Semantic Level 

Semantically, classifiers are used to give a discrete boundary to the complement 

noun. In addition, classifiers are used to denote certain permanent properties profiled 

from the object while measure words are used to denote a temporary state of the 

object. According to Hu (1993), classifiers that are used to qualify nouns are referred 

to as individual classifiers, such as 個  ge (general thing) and 隻 zhi1 

(animate-inhuman), while measure words are used to quantify nouns, including 

collective classifiers like 群 qun2 ‘group’, indefinite classifiers like 些 xie1 ‘some’, 

temporary classifiers like 碗 wan3 ‘bowlful’, and standard measure units like 斤 

jin1 ‘catty’. Consider the following examples: 

(24) 一 條    繩子 

 yi4 tiao2    sheng2-zi3  

 one (C-shape-long) rope 

 “one rope” 

(25) 一 箱   繩子 

 yi4 xiang1   sheng2-zi3 

 one box   rope 
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 “one box of ropes” 

Adam and Conklin (1973) also point out that qualifying classifiers are different from 

quantifying classifiers. The former denote a permanent, in particular, intrinsic feature 

of the noun being referred to such as the length of the rope in (24), while the latter 

denote a temporary measuring unit such as a box in (25). This analysis corresponds to 

our conception of a profile/base system, in which one of the attributes of the noun, 

here the cognitive unit SHAPE, is profiled from the base rope (i.e., the cognitive 

domain). When the shape property is picked out, the classifier 條 tiao2 is selected to 

denote the permanent property of the noun rope and offer sufficient meaning to the 

noun. Measure words, however, do not have the same function since they do not 

profile a permanent element of the noun rope, but a temporary gathering state of a 

number of ropes in a box, which can be easily dissolved. In Aristotle’s Metaphysics 

(David 1994), he distinguishes between the essential features of a thing and its merely 

accidental features. The essential features are inherent in the thing. They are what makes 

it a thing of that kind - a member of a particular category. The accidental features are 

incidental to making it a thing of that kind. For example, the essential features of 

the category ‘horse’ might include the attributes ‘animal’ and ‘quadruped’. On the 

other hand, it might be an accidental feature of a particular horse that it is brown - 

although a particular horse (and some others) has the feature ‘brown’, it is not 
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necessary to it being a member of the category ‘horse’. Under this approach, the 

definition of a term is a list of necessary and sufficient features. The definition of 

the concept horse (equivalently, of the term ‘horse’)  will include the features 

‘animal’ and ‘quadruped’, as both features must be present in order for a thing to be a 

horse; but the definition will not include the feature ‘brown’. In short, the semantic 

criterion to distinguish Cs from Ms is as follows: 

 

Sortal classifiers (C) denote permanent and essential features of a noun which cannot 

be dismissed. On the other hand, mensural classifiers (M) only adumbrate a 

temporary state or accidental features of a noun.  

 

It is important to point out that the distinction is conceptual, not necessarily factual, 

e.g., 一個夢 yi2 ge meng4 ‘one dream’, even though a dream is hardly ever discrete 

in reality. It is only perceived, by the speaker or in the culture, as something discrete 

and countable. Next, we will turn to look at the syntactic properties of Mandarin 

classifiers and discuss some syntactic similarities and differences between Cs and Ms. 

4.1.1 The Syntactic Level 

Syntactically, the distinction between count and mass nouns exists, considering 

the examples shown in (4) and (5). Other robust evidence comes from ancient times 

before classifiers appear in Chinese. According to Shi and Li (2002), there are three 

stages of the formation of Mandarin classifier system. The first stage was about the 
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first century BC, and the linear nominal structure consisted only of numerals and 

nouns without classifiers. The following is an example: 

(26) [一 人]  有  慶    

yi4 ren2  you3  qing4 

one person have  celebration 

“one person has celebration” 

(Shangshu-Lu xing, c. 600 BC) 

This not only shows the structure of nominal phrases in ancient times, but also reveals 

that the noun 人 ren2 ‘person’ is countable. Consider the expression of another noun

水 shui3 ‘water’. 

(27) 各  [一  垂  水] 

ge4  yi1  chui2  shui3 

every one  vat  water 

“every (place) puts one vat of water”  

(Chunqiu-MoZi, 650 BC) 

In the ancient times in Chinese, mass nouns hardly appear with numbers while count 

nouns often do. Thus, measure words have been used to count mass nouns like 水 

shui3 ‘water’ since ancient times. Countable nouns, on the other hand, could follow 

numerals directly in ancient times as in (26), which indicates that they are 

syntactically distinct from uncountable nouns. Thus, the distinction between count 

and mass nouns syntactically exists. This shows that classifiers and measure words 

can be syntactically separated by the distinction between count and mass nouns. 
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 When a noun can serve as the complement of the classifier, then it must be a 

count noun; otherwise it is a mass noun. However, we do not necessarily throw out 

Tai’s proposal (2003), which claims that there is no distinction between count and 

mass nouns in classifier languages since nouns are given a discrete boundary by 

means of classifiers. This view is correct in the sense that in the basic structure of 

nominal phrases in Mandarin Chinese (D+Num+CM+NP), NPs may consist of either 

count or mass nouns with a linear antecedent CM, which may contain either Cs or Ms. 

This indicates that NPs can be regarded as one category since they all follow the same 

syntactic slot – CM. In this way, the distinction between count and mass nouns 

provides the grammatical basis of the separation of Cs and Ms.  

But it is not uncommon that certain nouns may appear after both Cs and Ms. For 

example, the noun 橘子 ju2-zi ‘orange’ can follow the classifier 顆 ke , as in 一顆

橘子 yi4 ke ju2-zi ‘one orange’ and a measure word 桶 tong3 ‘bucket’, as in 一桶

橘子 yi4 tong3 ju2-zi ‘one bucket of oranges’. When the orange is combined with 

a C, it is a count noun. In this condition, it is a complete orange with a round shape 

covered by a yellow skin. On the other hand, when the orange follows an M, then it is 

a mass noun. That is, it is not necessarily a complete orange but may be many pieces 

of orange or even juice in a bucket. Thus, the syntactic criterion to tell Cs and Ms 

apart can be expressed as follows: 
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Mandarin Classifiers (C) must take count nouns as their complements while measure 

words (M) must take mass nouns. Some nouns can be either count or mass, thus dual 

relationship. 

 

 Another issue concerns the syntactic overlap between Cs and Ms. Some lexical 

forms can act as both classifiers and measure words. The following are examples. 

(28) classifier 

一  片   魚鱗 

yi2   pian4    yu2-lin2 

one  (C-shape-flat) fish-scale 

“one fish scale” 

(29) measure words 

一 片  森林 

yi2 pian4  sen1-lin2  

one  stretch forest 

 “one stretch of forest” 

Here, we can see that one form 片 pian4 represents two syntactic categories, 

both C and M. This is also why discerning the distinction between Cs and Ms is so 

complicated grammatically. The same though these two look, they still can be 

separated from each other by application of the distinction between mass and count 

nouns. Examples (30) and (31) clearly illustrate the lexical derivation between 

classifiers and measure words and also provide a possible explanation for the failure 
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of the de test mentioned in Section 2. 

(30) 一 根  香蕉 

yi4 gen1  xiang1-jiao1  

 one C-shape banana 

 “one banana” 

(31) 一 [大 根]  的  香蕉 

yi2 da4 gen1  de   xiang1-jiao1  

 one  big C-shape MM  banana 

 “one big banana” 

In (30), 根 gen1 is a shape classifier. However, in (31), 根 gen1 along with its 

modifier 大 da4 ‘big’ may experience lexical derivation, in which the syntactic 

category changes from a C to an M. In other words, the words in the square brackets 

in (31) tend to express the size of the noun complement rather than reflect the 

essential feature of the noun as given in (30).  

 Next, we will look at the simultaneous occurrence of classifiers and measure 

words in a nominal phrase. Among possible linear structures containing both C and M, 

there can be two types of structures. Consider (32-a) and (32-b). 

(32) a. 一 箱  三  根  的  香蕉 

  yi4 xiang1 san1  gen1   de   xiang1-jiao1 

  one box  three C-shape MM  banana 

  “a box with three bananas inside” 

b. * 三  根  一 箱  的  香蕉 

  san1  gen1   yi4 xiang1  de   xiang1-jiao1 
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  three C-shape one box  MM  banana 

Classifiers are used to complete or complement the meaning of the noun. They tell us 

what kind of the noun is being referred to. Measure words, by contrast, seem to be 

more optional and more loosely related to the noun. Thus, (32-b) is ill-formed and not 

acceptable to Chinese speakers since classifiers should be closer to the noun referent 

like a complement while measure words resemble an adjunct.  

 Finally, classifiers are a closed class since their complement nouns must be a 

count noun with a permanently profiled feature. That is, only certain classes of nouns 

can co-occur with classifiers, making it a closed and finite category. Nevertheless, 

measure words are infinite since ‘essentially anything can function as the unit of 

measurement’ (Adams and Conklin 1973). This indicates that measure words are 

easily transferred and borrowed from common nouns or verbs, and these forms are not 

essential features of a noun, such as 一屋子人 yi4 wu-zi ren2 ‘a house filled 

with people’ or 一肚子壞主意  yi2 du4-zi huai4-zhu3-yi4 ‘bad ideas in 

one’s stomach’. Many Ms are created with reference to body parts, such as 一臉不

悅 yi4 lian3 bu2-yue4 ‘an unhappy face’ or 一頭白髮 yi4 tou2 bai2-fa3 ‘a head of 

white hair’. Any properties of the nouns do not denote essential features of its 

complement; they are properties which do not belong to the object itself. Thus, 

measure words are easily formed, causing it an open and infinite set.   
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In short, we can confirm that through semantic and syntactic arguments, it is 

necessary to make a distinction between classifiers and measure words since they are 

grammatically different from each other. Classifiers form a finite and closed category, 

which denotes essential features of the noun, and they select count nouns as their 

complements. Measure words, by contrast, belong to an infinite and open-ended 

category, which denotes accidental properties of the noun, and they select mass nouns 

as their noun complements.  

4.2 The Ranking of Competing Cs of a Noun 

 In what follows, we will compare the order of two or more competing classifiers 

of one noun. First, we will revisit Hu’s semantic domains of the Mandarin classifier 

system and rearrange the classifier categories. Second, the special status of the general 

classifier 個 ge is investigated. Finally, the hierarchy of the categories of Mandarin 

classifiers will be discussed. 

4.2.1 Major Semantic Domains of Mandarin Cs  

Shape classifiers are derived mainly from the experience of visual perception. 

Shape classifiers, however, should be further divided into two parts: one that profiles 

the whole contour of a noun and the other that profiles a specific part of a noun. 

Consider the following example: 

(33) a. 一 株/棵   花 

  yi4 zhu1/ke1    hua1 
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  one (C-shape-whole) flower/plant 

  “one plant” 

 b. 一 朵   花 

  yi4 duo3    hua1 

  one (C-shape-part) flower 

  “one flower” 

Thus, using 朵 duo3 instead of 株 zhu1 to profile the flower is robust evidence for 

the existence of a separate shape category. That is, within the same noun, some 

specific part can be popped up by means of classifiers. In addition, this shows that the 

figure or the profile, 花 hua1 ‘flower/plant’, is characterized in relation to two 

domains or bases, here the space domain and the plant itself. Consider (34-a) and 

(34-b). 

(34) a. *院子裡種了一朵玫瑰花 

   yuan4-zi li3 zhong4 le yi4 duo3 mei2-gui-hua  

   yard inside plant LE one C rose 

    b.  院子裡種了一棵玫瑰花 

   yuan4-zi li3 zhong4 le yi4 ke mei2-gui-hua 

   yard inside plant LE one C rose 

   “Inside the yard plants a rose.” 

Here, (34-a) is not acceptable and this is also why a cut flower can only be profiled by

朵 duo3. When (34-b) is true, there need not be any ‘rose flower’ on the rose plant at 

all. Consider some function and shape examples: 

(35) a. 一 把    壺 
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 yi4 ba3      hu2  

 one (C-function)  teapot 

 “one teapot” 

b. 一 張    椅子  

 yi4 zhang1    yi3-zi  

 one (C-shape-flat)  chair 

 “one chair” 

c. 一 面    鼓  

 yi2 mian4    gu3 

 one (C-shape-flat)  drum 

 “one drum” 

These noun referents involve a figure in relation to its grounds, here the domains, 

壺 hu2 ‘teapot’, 椅子 yi3-zi ‘chair’, and 鼓 gu3 ‘drum’ , rather than the space 

domain. But our next problem is the question of how it is that these specific parts are 

profiled more readily than other parts. Such preferences represent a manifestation of a 

basic concept in cognitive linguistics; that is, the linguistic system may emerge from 

our experience of interacting with the world. And one of the most elementary kinds of 

interaction between the objects and organisms of the world is by the way of physical 

contact. Thus, in the shape category, human contact with the object is a crucial factor 

that determines the profile. In this sense, a handle is the part to which we apply force 

on a teapot by the use of our hand, the cushion of a chair is the part we sit on and the 

upper surface of a drum is the place we beat. As a consequence, the shape category 
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can be separated into subcategories: perception and physical contact. 

 Next, the subcategory human should be independent from the category of 

animacy since the human property is the most salient and unique compared with other 

members in animacy. Furthermore, human is the main character using linguistic forms 

to express the meaning. Thus, human beings are the origin of the language and the ego 

of the linguistic community.  

Finally, members, such as 對 dui4 ‘pair’ in the category of the arrangement, are 

not true classifiers. It is because of analogy in the historical process that they are 

regarded as a classifier. That is, they were not classifiers at all in the beginning but 

reanalyzed as classifiers. Reanalysis accompanies the process of grammaticalization. 

They can be traced back to ancient times by consulting classical works to clarify the 

status of arrangement classifiers. Look at the following examples (note the square 

brackets): 

(36) a. 多  卒  為  [雙  兔]  之  旗 

duo1  zu2  wei2  shuang1 tu4  zhi1  qi2  

many soldier be  two  hare MM  flag 

“Many soldiers are (holding) a flag with two hares.” 

(Chunqiu-MoZi, 650 BC) 

b. 今 [一 兔]  走 

jin1 yi2 tu4  zou3  

now one hare  run 
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  “Now one hare runs” 

(Zhanguo-LuShiChunQiu, 400 BC) 

(37) a. 公  膳  日 [雙  雞]  

gong1 shan4  ri4 shuang1 ji1   

male  meal  day two  chicken 

“The male eats two chickens every day.” 

(Chunqiu-ZuoChuan, 650BC) 

b. [五 母  雞] ， 二 母  彘  

wu3 mu3  ji1  er4 mu3  zhi4  

five female chicken two female pig 

  “five female chickens and two female pigs” 

 (Zhanguo-MengZi, 400 BC) 

In (36) and (37), the syntactic category of 雙 shuang1 is equivalent to those of the 

numeral meanings 一 yi2 ‘one’ and 五 wu3 ‘five’. That is, 雙 shuang1 expressed 

the numeral meaning ‘two’ in the past time, and for the time being has still not lost its 

numeral. By means of analogy, its syntactic category has been reanalyzed and it has 

come to be regarded as a classifier. The arrangement category occupies the syntactic 

slot of classifiers, then causing the disappearance of classifiers, such as 兩雙鞋 

liang3 shuang1 xie2 ‘two pairs of shoes’. Thus, in the present study, we take it as a 

number rather than a classifier and do not put it into the ranking of classifier 

categories.    

To this point, we have described four semantic categories in the numeral 
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classifier system: human, animacy, function, shape. The others still remaining are the 

general classifier 個 ge and the abstract domain to be discussed in Section 4.2.3.1. 

Thus, there are six categories of the Mandarin classifier system in total in the present 

study. 

4.2.2 The Special Status of Ge  

個 ge is regarded as a general classifier (GC), compared with the specific 

classifiers used for a certain class of nouns (Chao 1968, Hu 1993). Much research on 

the general classifier has been conducted. Loke (1982, 1994) proposes that 個 ge can 

only be used when the noun belongs to one of the five following categories: (1) 

animate and human, like human beings; (2) abstract, like 觀 念  guan1-nian4 

‘concept’, 學位 xue2-wi4 ‘academic degree’; (3) hollow and three-dimensional, like 

盒 子  he2-zi ‘box’; (4) hollow and two-dimensional, like 相 框  jing4-kuang1 

‘photograph frame’; (5) three-dimensional, round or regular shape, like 西 瓜 

xi1-gua1 ‘watermelon’. However, these categories are trivial and redundant in that (3) 

and (4) can be integrated into one category and features like hollow are too specific; 

that is, the definition cannot provide a whole criterion to judge whether the general 

classifier can be triggered or not. Many linguists, on the other hand, strongly assume 

that 個 ge is a default classifier which can be used when the specific classifier is not 

retrieved (Myers 2000, Zubin and Shimojo 1993). Nonetheless, this claim is too 
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strong since we can easily come up with counter-examples, shown in the following: 

(38) 一 條    蛇 

yi4 tiao2     she2 

one (C-shape-long) snake 

“one snake” 

(39) 一 台     洗衣機 

 yi4 tai2      xi3-yi1-ji1 

 one (C-function-machine) washing machine 

 “one washing machine”  

When the specific classifiers in (38) and (39) are replaced with 個 ge, they are not 

natural and some Chinese native speakers cannot accept them at all. However, we do 

not intend to go against the definition of 個 ge as a general classifier since it indeed 

can ‘invade’ each of the semantic domains that we propose in Section 4.2.1. Consider 

the following examples:  

(40) 兩  個  老師 

 liang3 ge  lao3-shi1 

 two  GC  teacher 

 “two teachers” 

(41) 一 個  怪物 

yi2 ge   guai4-wu4  

 one GC  monster 

 “one monster” 

(42) 一 個  喇叭 

 yi2 ge  la3-ba1 
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 one GC  horn 

 “one horn” 

(43) 一 個  鈕釦 

 yi2 ge   niu3-kou4 

 one GC  button 

 “one button” 

 From (40) to (43), GC may substitute the properties of human, animacy, function, 

and shape, in which their specific classifiers are 位 wei4, 隻 zhi1, 台 tai2, 顆 ke1, 

respectively. In this sense, 個 ge is a powerful classifier that may occupy certain 

places in the four categories. However, as we mentioned above, some classifiers of the 

noun referents cannot be replaced with GC at all. Except for (40), which can employ 

GC as its classifier, the nouns in (41), (42), and (43) are peripheral members in that 

category. For example, the prototype of the animacy classifier 隻 zhi1 should be a 

cat or a dog, rather than a monster. It is because the nouns in (41), (42), and (43) are 

located on the marginal area of a category that they are easily ‘invaded’ and 

‘occupied’ by the powerful ‘invader’ 個 ge. Thus, when 個 ge intends to invade the 

king or the prototype of the category, it usually causes the unacceptability of linguistic 

forms like *一個蛇 yi2 ge she2 ‘one GC snake’ since the snake represents the most 

typical member of the shape classifier 條 tiao2.  

 Thus, following this line, we can appreciate the reason why works of art are 

often combined with GC rather than specific classifiers, even though the originator 
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may assume that her or his work is the very object. For example, if an artist creates a 

‘chair’ without any legs, back or arms, but asserts that it is a chair, we still call it a 

chair but with a GC, like 一個椅子 yi2 ge yi3 zi ‘one chair’. In this condition, 

個 ge is more suitable to be the classifier of the chair. The main reason is because this 

chair is now a peripheral member of the chair community. Ahren (1994) holds that the 

classifier production of the choice of classifier is much related to the distance between 

the central meaning of the classifier and the noun referent. The more distant the noun 

is from the central meaning, the more likely it is to be replaced with the GC.  

In addition to this, 個 ge is powerful enough to give a boundary to the noun 

referent, especially abstract nouns, such as 一個夢 yi2 ge meng4 ‘one dream’. The 

dream is abstract without a boundary and often needs the GC to be discrete and form a 

unit. Abstract nouns also have their own classifiers like 一條罪證  yi4 tiao2 

zui4-zheng4 ‘one piece of the evidence of a crime’. These classifiers, however, can 

often be replaced with GC since GC is used to keep the abstract nouns discrete and 

independent.   

 Finally, we will introduce some special constructions with 個 ge, in which its 

noun referents are not concrete or abstract objects, but an action or an event. Consider 

the examples from Biq (2004): 

(44) 做  一 個  分別 

zuo4  yi2  ge   fen1-bie2 
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make  one  GC   distinction 

“make a distinction” 

(45) 一 個  不  小心 

yi2  ge   bu4  xiao3-xin1 

one  GC   NEG  careful 

“(with) (a slight) carelessness, (with) an oversight” 

(46) 一 個  不  留神 

yi2  ge   bu4  liu2-shen2 

one  GC   NEG  pay-attention 

“(with) (a slight) carelessness, (with) an oversight” 

Biq (2004) proposes different variant constructions from the construction ‘V yi2 ge 

N’.6 From (44) to (46), these nouns refer to an action or an event. Therefore, 個 ge 

is also used to denote an ‘event’ which represents a verbal behavior or an incident.  

 In short, 個 ge is a general classifier with three main functions. First, GC plays 

the role of “an invader” in the Mandarin classifier system, occupying the peripheral 

areas of the different categories. Second, it has a strong ability to make its noun 

complement form a discrete boundary. Finally, it has the function of event-denoting. 

4.2.3 The Hierarchy of Features of Classifiers 

 This section is divided into two parts. First, the categories of Mandarin classifiers 

are placed into a hierarchy according to their own priority decided by the frequency of 

occurrence in real data. Also, a six-point Likert scale questionnaire on the selection of 
                                                
6 These variants and their derivations are not the main focus in the present study. More details can be 
found in Biq (2004). 
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Mandarin classifiers is conducted to support our ranking. Second, the direction of the 

hierarchy will be examined to obtain a deeper understanding of the order.   

4.2.3.1 The Ranking with Experimental Evidence 

In Mandarin, numeral classifiers are employed to manifest the classification of 

nouns in a way whereby different classifiers profile one of the various features of a 

noun. In this profiling system, there should be some form of matching or selection 

between the noun and the classifier. The next question is whether there is an ordering 

among these six major categories. When we meet a noun, we want to ask why we 

choose this category to appear, or why some features are more prominent than others 

when we classify it. 

Thus, as for the choices of classifiers, our ranking methodology is based on two 

aspects. One aspect is for one object with two competing features, such as 老師 

lao3-shi1 ‘teacher’, with two competing features - human and animacy. Between them, 

a human classifier like 位 wei4 is accorded top priority, making an absolute ranking 

order before the animate classifiers. But compared with function classifiers, the 

animate classifiers are prior to them in that when an object is alive, its animacy 

feature will be profiled before other categories except for human classifiers. (47) 

illustrates this point: 

(47) 一 匹   馬  

 yi4 pi1   ma3 
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  one (C-animacy)  horse 

 “one horse” 

The horse contains two properties: animancy and function since this animal serves as 

a means of transportation, but animancy is selected first. Thus, we can confirm that 

the ranking of the animancy category is absolutely higher than that of the function 

category. 

The other aspect is that for one object with two competing classifiers in the CM 

slot, such as 一頭/條牛 yi4 tou2/tiao2 niu2 ‘one cow’, with competition between the 

shape property and the animacy property. This is preference ranking. The ranking is 

based on the fact that there are several classifiers competing for one slot between the 

numeral and the noun. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, it is apparent that profiling one 

part of an object is marked since things originally exist in a whole configuration in the 

real world. Thus, when there is a shifting in the domain, due to the fact that our 

attention moves to one specific part of the whole, the subcategory physical contact is 

the first category we employ to profile the noun, as in (34-a) to (34-b). This indicates 

that we tend to make a preference between two classifiers belonging to different 

semantic categories since either may appear in that position. Next, consider the 

following examples: 

(48) a. 一 艘/條     船 

  yi4 sao1/tiao2      chuan2  
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  one (C-function/C-shape)  boat 

  “one boat” 

 b. 一 隻/條     魚 

  yi4 zhi1/tiao2      yu2  

  one (C-animacy/C-shape)  fish 

  “one fish” 

We can clearly see that the shape classifier 條 tiao2 can co-occur with function and 

animancy classifiers in (48-a) and (48-b). On the basis of the number of items of data 

on Google, we find that in (48-a), 艘 sou1 is profiled more often than 條 tiao2 and 

in (48-b) 隻 zhi1 is also profiled more often than 條 tiao2. It is also the case that 

this preference occurs much more in Taiwan Mandarin (TM) than in Mandarin 

Chinese (MC)7. The data are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
7 Here, the range of the data of MC contains all the areas using Mandarin, including the data of TM. 
TM is one of the variants of MC. 
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Table 1. The Number of Items of Google Data and the Percentage in TM and MC 

 

Both TM and MC show the same preference in regard to animacy and shape and 

function and shape. That is, the preference for the shape category is much lower than 

that for the animacy and function ones. However, there is some difference in the 

percentages for different nouns between MC and TM. The frequency of the use of 

zhi1 in TM, in particular, is consistently higher than that in MC. This is quite obvious 

in the selection among the three classifiers for the noun boat. The results not only 

indicate the hierarchy among these categories, but also reveal a regional difference 

between TM and MC.  

MC TM Nouns Classifiers 

Number % Number % 

zhi1 7,420,000 74.33 3,150,000 79.64 

tou2 1,950,000 19.53 465,000 11.76 

cow 

tiao2 613,000 6.14 340,000 8.60 

zhi1 11,000,000 86.48 5,890,000 93.33 dog 

tiao2 1,720,000 13.52 421,000 6.67 

zhi1 8,180,000 80.91 5,200,000 91.36 fish 

tiao2 1,930,000 19.09 492,000 8.64 

zhi1 4,020,000 37.96 1,080,000 59.50 

sao1 5,300,000 50.05 423,000 23.31 

boat 

tiao2 1,270,000 11.99 312,000 17.19 
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 Cheng (1985) identifies Taiwan Mandarin as an independent and autonomous 

language out of Peking Mandarin through the analysis of theoretical linguistics. In a 

psycholinguistic experiment on the choice of classifiers (Lien and Wang 1999), 

compared with Taiwan Mainlanders whose dominant dialect is Mandarin, Taiwanese 

bilinguals8 tend to use specific classifiers matching to the noun referents more often 

instead of the general classifier 個 ge when they make a selection of classifiers. It is 

because of the strong interference and influence from Taiwanese or Southern Min that 

Taiwanese bilinguals show different preference in the use of classifiers. Her (2008) 

further indicates that Taiwan Mandarin is a new-born language from social and 

cultural perspectives. Noting the historical background, he assumes that Peking 

Mandarin is an ideal standard for the then KMT governing party since 1950s. Taiwan, 

however, contains various peoples originating from all parts of Mainland China, thus 

also making Peking Mandarin a tool of communication, that is, a pidgin. Then, it 

evolved into a creole as the pidgin was acquired as the first language of the second 

generation. Now this creole has become the mother tongue of the third or fourth 

generations, that is, a new-born language – Taiwan Mandarin. In addition, Huang 

(1993) holds that Taiwan Mandarin has been naturally integrated from different 

languages and dialects in Taiwan during these forty years, thus becoming a distinct 

                                                
8 Taiwanese bilinguals are the people whose native tongue is Taiwanese (Southern Min) but 
secondarily acquire Mandarin (Lien and Wang 1999). 
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and independent language. Therefore, it can be inferred that different degrees of the 

classifier preference may be attributed to social and cultural evolution and change in 

Taiwan.  

 Another point worthy of attention concerns abstract nouns without concrete 

occupation in real space. They can be separated into two groups. One is non-spatial 

objects, such as 喜訊 xi3-xun4 ‘good news’ and 罪證 zui4-zheng4 ‘evidence of 

one’s crime’. The other is event-denoting objects, such as 買 賣 mai3-mai4 

‘commerce’ and 演出 yan3-chu1 ‘performance’. The most salient property of the 

nouns is that they are all conceptual terms without real bodies in space. Thus, they 

belong to the ‘abstract domain’ or ‘abstract category’. They rank in the lowest 

position since they cannot be physically touched or even perceptually contacted at all 

and the notion of abstractness is kind of floating than other categories owing to the 

lack of spatial occupation. Its lowest ranking also corresponds to the notion of 

uni-directionality in the hierarchy. This part will be discussed in detail in Section 

4.2.3.2. 

Thus, we can conclude that animacy and function classifiers are more preferred 

than shape classifiers. Figure 4 concludes our ranking analysis, combined with GC. 

The ranking between human and animacy and animacy and function is a hard 

constraint, meaning that it cannot be disobeyed, while the ranking between animacy 
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and shape and function and shape is a soft constraint; that is, the classifier choice is 

mainly decided by the speaker. And the abstract category ranks in the lowest position. 

In Figure 4, these six categories or features are ranked in order. The hierarchy of 

the middle five categories is arranged from top to bottom with an invader GC at the 

left side. 

 
         Human 
     
         ︾ 
 
          Animacy  
        
         ︾ 
  
    Ge      Function 
 
         ︾ 
 
        Shape 
 

︾ 
 

       Abstract 
 

Figure 4. The Hierarchy of the Categories in the Mandarin Classifier System 
 

Next, an experiment on classifier selection and its preferences is carried out through 

the use of a questionnaire to investigate our hierarchy of classifier categories in 

Mandarin.  
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Questionnaire Test  

 This survey is conducted to investigate and understand the selection of Mandarin 

classifiers in different groups of people with different backgrounds. Also, the further 

goal of experimental test is to confirm the theoretical hierarchy by means of real data 

collected from different groups of people and to see whether TM shows unique 

characteristics compared to MC. 

Methodology 

 Our subjects in the task are divided into three groups. Each group contains ten 

subjects, respectively. They are all Mandarin speakers but with different cultural and 

geographical backgrounds. Group A are Taiwanese bilinguals, whose first language is 

Southern Min or Taiwanese but secondarily acquire Mandarin and they live in the 

Taiwan area. Group B are Taiwanese, whose dominant dialect is Mandarin and mainly 

live in Taiwan. Group C are Chinese, whose mother tongue is Mandarin and live in 

Mainland China, especially Beijing and Shanghai. In addition, subjects in these three 

groups are completely without any formal linguistic training.  

The questionnaire comprises two parts. Part One deals with the background 

information of the subjects, including gender, age, and self-assessed language 

proficiency in Southern Min and Mandarin Chinese. Part Two is composed of four 

items, each of which was rated from 0 to 5 on a Likert scale, asking the subjects to 
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rate the different classifiers according to the degree of acceptability and frequency, 

with choices ranging from 0 being never use it and 5 being always use it. The mean 

scores of each item are used in data analysis. Given the limitations of budget and time, 

the survey was conducted in a self-administered manner during the data collection 

procedure, with instruction sheets enclosed with the questionnaire to avoid confusion. 

(Please refer to Appendix I for details of the questionnaire.) The results of the survey 

are computed in terms of mean scores to examine the interplay of classifier selection 

with the language background of the subjects. The first three sets of questions and 

their answers are discussed in the following section while the responses to the last set 

will be analyzed in Section 4.3.2. Appendix II provides a clear picture of the raw data 

of the given scores. 

Results & Discussion 

 Table 2 shows the mean scores of classifier selection given by three groups. The 

higher the mean, the higher degree it indicates the preference or frequency which the 

subjects show towards using a certain classifier. The mean for tiao2 in all three groups 

receives the lowest score among the possible candidate classifiers of a noun. In all 

three groups, the mean scores of animacy classifiers zhi1 in the noun ‘dog’ and tou2 in 

the noun ‘cow’ are higher than those of the shape classifier tiao2 for both nouns. Also, 

the mean scores of the function classifier sao1 are higher than those of the shape 
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classifier tiao2. Finally, the mean scores of the classifier zhi1 in Group A, on the 

whole, are stably high, at least 3.1 or more, unlike the scores given by Groups B and 

C for the same classifier. 

 Table 3 presents the comparison of the mean scores between TM and MC. The 

mean scores of the animacy and function classifiers are higher than those of the shape 

classifiers. Also, zhi1 in TM is rated higher than in MC. And the mean scores of the 

shape classifier tiao2 in MC show a dramatic plummet for different nouns. 

 

Table 2. The Mean Scores of Classifier Selection Given by Different Groups  

Dog Cow Boat Group Gender 

zhi1 tiao2 zhi1 tiao2 tou2 zhi1 tiao2 sao1 

M 4.2 2.8 4.0 1.8 3.4 3.6 2.6 3.6 A 

F 5.0 2.8 3.8 1.6 4.8 2.6 2.0 4.8 

Mean Scores 4.6 2.8 3.9 1.7 4.1 3.1 2.3 4.2 

M 4.2 3.6 3.6 1.6 3.6 2.2 3.0 4.6 B 

F 5.0 1.8 4.2 1.6 4.2 2.0 2.2 4.6 

Mean Scores 4.6 2.7 3.9 1.6 3.9 2.1 2.6 4.6 

M 4.2 4.2 0.4 0.2 5.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 C 

F 4.4 4.2 1.6 0.2 5.0 2.2 4.0 4.8 

Mean Scores 4.3 4.2 1.0 0.2 5.0 2.6 4.0 4.9 
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Table 3. The Comparison of the Mean Scores of Classifiers in TM and MC 

Dog Cow Boat Areas 

 zhi1 tiao2 zhi1 tiao2 tou2 zhi1 tiao2 sao1 

Mean Scores in 

TM 
4.6 2.75 3.9 1.65 4.0 2.6 2.45 4.4 

Mean Scores in 

MC 
4.3 4.2 1.0 0.2 5.0 2.6 4.0 4.9 

 

The results of the experiment nearly correspond to the hierarchy we established 

above and also reflect differences between TM and MC. First, the intensity of the 

preference in the Google data and in the experiment is different in that tiao2 occupies 

an obviously lower percentage in all Google data but in the test receives a high 

acceptance and frequency in MC. However, this does not affect our ranking since the 

shape classifier still ranks under the animacy and function classifiers. Second, zhi1 is 

used frequently in Southern Min, thus influencing the selection of classifiers in Group 

A as a substratum influence9. Even though Group B is not fluent in Southern Min, 

they are still affected by Group B since they live in the same area and the same 

language community. This not only explains that both Groups A and B give higher 

scores to zhi1 than Group C, but also mirrors the truth that Group C are people with 

no command of Southern Min.  

                                                
9 A substratum is a language which influences another one while that second language supplants it. 
The term is also used of substrate interference, i.e., the influence exerted by the substratum language on 
the supplanting language. 
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4.2.3.2 The Uni-directionality of the Hierarchy 

 Following this line, we turn to the directionality of the classifier hierarchy. As we 

mentioned above, the human being is in the central role as a being which uses 

linguistic forms to express meanings. That is, in terms of the linguistic community, 

human egocentricity is at the top of the hierarchy. Thus, human classifiers rank at the 

first level, and ranked below are living but inhuman classifiers, function classifiers, 

shape classifiers, and abstract classifiers, respectively.  

 

   Human > animancy > function > shape > abstract 

 

The classifiers manifest uni-directionality, and this can be accounted for by two 

reasons. First, no member of a category can transgress its domain, but only the upper 

level can promote members in a domain that is lower than itself under some special 

conditions. Consider the following examples: 

(49) If a notoriously naughty child caused trouble again, an annoyed adult might 

make this comment: 

又  是 那 隻！？ 

 you4  shi4 na4 zhi1 

 again be that (C-animacy-inhuman) 

 “Him, again? That little animal!”  

(50) a. 那 隻   狗 

  na4 zhi1    gou3  
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  that (C-animacy) dog 

  “that dog” 

b. 那 條  狗 

  na4 tiao2  gou3  

  that (C-shape) dog 

  “that dog” 

In (49), the animacy classifier 隻 zhi1 enters the human domain owing to certain 

pragmatic factors. When a member of an upper level is combined with a member of a 

lower level, the noun, the child, is evaluated negatively since he has made some 

trouble or is playing around, and his demeanor lets the speaker employ the animacy 

classifier. The comment on the action of the child gets this negative meaning from the 

animacy classifier. In (50), (50-a) is a more literate usage than (50-b), and appears 

especially in some formal circumstances, like composition writing.  

 Second, the human center is more concrete and its syntactic flexibility is harder 

than other categories, as shown in (15) and (16). Animacy is also closer to human than 

the other categories since human beings and non-human animals belong to living 

organisms. Then the shape domain is less concrete and more abstract among them 

since the shape is the image of the contour of the object. It is an image in mental 

representation, not a fixed concrete line. Thus, the uni-directionality from the human 

ego to the shape domain is from the concrete to the abstract. This may be the reason 

why abstract nouns often utilize shape classifiers to form their boundaries and become 
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independent and discrete, for instance, 一條法律 yi4 tiao2 fa3 lu4  ‘one piece 

of law’ or 一條喜訊 yi4 tiao2 xi3-xun4 ‘one piece of good news’. And abstract 

nouns combined with human or animacy classifiers are never seen. An alternative 

representation of this hierarchy is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

         Abstract 

 
          Shape 
 
         Function 
 

  Animacy 
 
             Human 
 
 

 

Figure 5. Classifier Category Hierarchy 

 

Figure 5 corresponds to the ontological tree proposed by Sommer (1959, 1971). In 

Figure 6, every node represents a category shown in upper-case letters while the terms 

are in lower-case letters. Solid lines stand for category-category connections; dotted 

lines stand for category-term connections. The lower category, the more specific it is. 

Thus, sentient beings match to the human category, living things to the animacy 

category, functional artifacts to the function category, solid objects to the shape 
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category, and others to the abstract domain. Thus, this ontological tree provides 

another piece of evidence in support of our analysis. 

 

ALL THINGS 

 
     THINGS WITH    ABSTRACT    love/fear 

     SPATIAL LOCATION   OBJECT 
 

  PHYSICAL     EVENTS    story/idea 
  OBJECTS 
 
SOLID   AGGREGATES  INTENTIONAL    NONINTENTIONAL 
OBJECTS            EVENTS   EVENTS 
 
LIVING   FUNCTIONAL     fight/kiss   thunderstorm/sunrise 

THINGS   ARTIFACTS   milk/water 

          
ANIMALS  PLANTS    car/refrigerator 

          
SENTIENT  NONSENTIENT  flower/tree 
BEINGS   BEINGS 

 
 

      man/girl      pig/rabbit 

 

Figure 6. Ontological Tree (Source: Sommer 1971) 
 

4.3 The Profiling System in the N-frame in Taiwan Mandarin 

 This section contains three parts. First, the N-frame of the Mandarin classifier 

system is established in terms of four levels of features and three constraints of OT 

conception. Second, the empirical evidence is produced to provide real and robust 
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support for the nature of the N-frame in the Mandarin classifier system. Third, the 

N-frame in another language, here Japanese, is examined and discussed.  

4.3.1 Four-level Features and Three Constraints in the N-frame 

 Let us return to the N-frame in Taiwan Mandarin. Given that classifiers encode 

certain particular kinds of intrinsic features of a noun, such classifiers can be analyzed 

as designating particular configurations of nouns. In Taiwan Mandarin, one of the 

features in the N-frame is profiled to serve as the classifier which denotes the 

permanent property of the noun. Consider the TEAPOT frame in Figure 7. 

 

     big mouth       cover/lid   

           handle 

   small mouth 

 

 

  discrete unit clay/porcelain    round shape 

 

Figure 7. The Features in the TEAPOT Frame in Taiwan Mandarin 

There are several participant roles or attributes in the TEAPOT frame, including 

HANDLE, MOUTH, COVER, ROUND SHAPE, MATERIAL, and UNIT10. Within 

the N-frame, there are four levels of features: (0) the feature that is not in the frame, 

                                                
10 UNIT refers to the linguistic form that can bind the object. The general classifier ge is often used to 
make its complement noun referent independent and discrete. Here, it is one of the categories that can 
be profiled most since most objects, concrete or abstract, can be rendered independent and discrete by 
ge. Thus, ge is used to be the example of UNIT here. 
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like the property of a long shape 條 tiao2; (1) the feature that is de-profiled by 

Taiwanese, like the material of the teapot, clay or porcelain; (2) the feature that is 

de-profiled by the host, like 個 ge or the shape properties 口 kou3/顆 ke1, in which 

the former is a possible vice-candidate now, while the latter may be potentially 

grammatical in the future; (3) the feature that is profiled, here 把 ba3 ‘handle’. Here, 

(3) is completely transparent since it is profiled with top priority; (2) is/are 

semi-transparent because they can be potentially profiled; and (1) and (0) are opaque 

for they are never profiled. This can be shown as follows: 

 

 (3)  profiled – 把 ba3 

(2)  de-profiled by the host - 個 ge (potential and qualified) 

         口 kou3/顆 ke1 (not qualified but potential) 

* (1)  de-profiled by Taiwanese – materials (clay or porcelain)  

** (0) not in the frame - 條 tiao2 (long shape) 

  (the number of asterisks refers to the degree of ungrammaticality) 

 

An alternative way to express the profiling system in the N-frame is through three 

profiling constraints. In terms of the basic principles of OT (Prince & Smolensky 

1993 et seq.), Universal Grammar consists of a set of universal, though violable 

constraints. Each language has a language-particular constraint hierarchy. A constraint 

may be violated only in order to satisfy a higher ranked constraint in the grammar. 
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The role of the grammar is to select the output form from a set of candidates. The 

constraints in the TEAPOT frame can be shown as follows.  

 

Host constraint (HC): the feature profiled by the host 

User constraint (UC): the feature profiled by Taiwanese  

Frame constraint (FC): the feature in the frame  

 

These three constraints can be divided into two groups: hard constraints and soft 

constraints, in which FC and UC belong to the former while HC comes to the latter. 

Violation of a constraint, be it hard or soft, is assigned with a diacritic <*>. If a 

constraint being flouted is ranked in an undominated position, then its violation is 

deemed fatal, which will be given an exclamation mark <!>.  In short, the higher the 

constraint is ranked, the more fatal the violation. The violation of the lower-ranked 

constraints, on the other hand, is tolerable, if it is to satisfy the highly-ranked 

constraint. Take the TEAPOT frame for illustration. 

Table 4. Constraints on the Profiling System in the TEAPOT Frame 

Num + C +茶壺 FC UC HC 

條 tiao2 *!   

materials   *!  

個 ge/口 kou3   * 

☆ 把 ba3    
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The candidates are listed in the left column. The optimal profiled candidate 把 ba3 is 

marked by <☆>, for it incurs no violation of any of the constraints. It is worth 

noticing that 個 ge or 口 kou3 are ‘not so bad’ candidates, in which now 個 ge can 

be profiled when the best candidate is ‘not at home’ while 口 kou3 is also a very 

possible candidate such that we cannot exclude as it may be needed in the future. This 

profiling constraint model provides a holistic analysis of classifier selection in the 

N-frame in Taiwan Mandarin. Though in the present study our data is limited to 

Taiwan Mandarin, this profiling model and its concept can be applied to all of the 

classifier languages in the world.  

4.3.2 The Experimental Evidence for the TEAPOT Frame 

 The results of the experiment on classifier selection in the TEAPOT frame are 

shown in Table 5. The method used in the test is the same as that in Section 4.2.3.1. 

The only difference in this set of questions is that some possible and potential 

candidate classifiers are also put into the questionnaire test in order to test the 

N-frame proposed above.  
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Table 5. The Mean Scores of the Candidate Classifiers in the TEAPOT Frame 

TEAPOT Group Gender 

ba3 ge kou3 ke1 ci2 tiao2 

M 3.6 4.2 1.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 A 

F 2.8 5 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mean Scores 3.2 4.6 1.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 

M 3.2 3.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 B 

F 4.0 3.8 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mean Scores 3.6 3.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 

M 4.4 4.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 C 

F 4.2 4.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mean Scores 4.3 4.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

In Groups A and B, that is in TM, the selection of 個 ge is stronger than the specific 

classifier 把 ba3 while in Group C or MC the situation is opposite. This may be 

because Peking Mandarin is the standard dialect, though man-made, which tends to 

profile the specific classifier of the teapot, while in Taiwan different dialects, 

especially Southern Min, are away from the standard for a long period of time, thus 

causing the higher preference for GC. As we predict in the N-frame, 口 kou3 

receives some scores in these three groups and 顆 ke1 receives a few scores in Group 

A, showing that these potential but not qualified classifiers are very likely to appear in 

a speaker’s selection. In addition, de-profiled and non-frame classifiers never occur 

since they do not receive scores at all. Thus, we can conclude that the notion of an 
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N-frame does exist in human cognition and that it does function when people make 

selection of classifiers.  

4.3.3 N-frame in Other Languages - Japanese 

 In this section, the construction of the N-frame is applied to Japanese classifiers. 

Japanese, like Mandarin, belongs to the numeral classifier system from a typological 

perspective (Alexandra 2000). The Japanese nominal construction can be expressed as 

[Num+CL+NO+Noun]11 which can be shown as follows. 

 2-tsu-no   denshimeru 

 2-C-GP  email 

 “2 pieces of email” 

Next, the noun isu ‘chair’ will be put into the N-frame to illustrate the universality of 

the framework and the specific profiling system of one language. Consider Figure 8. 

 

                               

         the back                    the holding 

                                       the long shape  

   the flat surface 

                                       materials 

                                    foot 

         Figure 8. The Features in the CHAIR Frame in Japanese 

                                                
11 NO in Japanese functions as a linker or genitive particle (GP) (Alexandra 2000). 
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Here, Japanese does not select the flat shape or the holding part to be profiled as in 

Mandarin. Rather the attribute FOOT is profiled by Japanese and they use kyaku ‘foot’ 

to count the chair, such as i-kyaku-no isu ‘one-C-GP chair’. But both Mandarin and 

Japanese de-profile the attribute MATERIAL. One interesting thing is that the foot of 

the chair is never profiled by Mandarin speakers, which proves that every language 

has its own specific selection under the notion of the N-frame. The following are the 

four-level features of the noun isu ‘chair’ in Japanese. 

 

(3)  profiled – kyaku ‘C used for chair counting’ 

(2)  de-profiled by the host - men ‘C used for flat surface (not qualified but 

potential) 

* (1)  de-profiled by Japanese – materials  

** (0) not in the frame - kou (things with mouth) 

  (the number of asterisks refers to the degree of ungrammaticality) 

 

The profiling system in the N-frame functions in classifier languages. The only 

different point is that every language has its own right to select or profile the features 

or attributes that it likes. Thus, as for Taiwanese and Japanese, the same object, here 

the chair, presents the identical N-frame while the contents of the profiling system 

differ from each other. In addition, the profiling system couched within the use of 

classifier varies from one language to another. In this study, the classifier jia in 
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Southern Min is prevailing and quite similar to the classifier zhi in Mandarin. 

However, even if these two are similar to some extent that some may think them the 

same, their inherent properties or profiles are different. For example, both of them can 

be combined with animals, such as chicken, but jia can take some movable things 

without animacy as its complement, such as an airplane or even a chair. When the 

Taiwanese bilinguals with a good command of both Southern Min and Mandarin face 

the same object or employ the classifier similar to second language, the profiling 

system shifts under the same notion of N-frame. Also, the profiling systems 

manifested by classifiers in different classifier languages reveal the evidence of 

language parameters.   

In short, in language variation, the notion of the N-frame is universal to all 

known classifier languages. The only thing that varies is the profiling system in the 

N-frame. Thus, in both Southern Min and Japanese, when facing the same object, 

speakers have the same identical conception of the N-frame but select different 

profiles in relation to the base. In light of OT constraints, any violation in the N-frame 

will only be a soft one since it will just show the speakers’ preference in regard to the 

selection of classifiers. That is, in language variation, the hard constraints are never 

overridden in the N-frame.     

 


